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ACCESSORIES
CRF1100L
AFRICA TWIN

KEY FEATURES

PGM FI

HECS3

G

MODE
SWITCH

G-SWITCH

HISS

LED

MAX POWER
OUTPUT

MAX TORQUE

75

105

kW 1084 cc
Parallel Twin

GROUND
CLEARANCE
Nm
@ 6,250 rpm

250

DCT

LED LIGHTS

PLRS

HSTC

TFT

APPLE
CARPLAY

mm

Africa Twin reaches new heights

H

In 2017, the Africa Twin broke the record for the highest altitude
reached by a twin-cylinder motorcycle. After 5 days of acclimatisation,
a team of 5 five riders piloted the Africa Twin onto the slopes of the
world’s highest active volcano, the Nevado Ojos del Salado - located
between Argentina and Chile. Reaching 5,965 metres above sea
level, the international team completed its ascent within 24 hours
with Africa Twin specially equipped with Termignoni exhaust, revised
final sprockets, new Metzeler MC360TM tyres and a range of Honda
genuine accessories, Their route took them - in temperatures as low as
minus 5 degrees Celsius - through broken asphalt, gravel, mud, sand
and finally stretches of ice pockets known as ‘penitentes’, underlining
once again the Africa Twin’s credentials as the best-performing off-road
motorcycle in its class.
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ACCESSORIES
CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN

LUGGAGE

639 €

1 470 €

58 € / 92 €

42-LITER ALUMINIUM TOP-BOX WITH BASE

ALUMINIUM PANNIERS SET

08ESY-MKS-LGALU

08ESY-MKS-PNALU

INNER BAGS FOR ALUMINIUM
LUGGAGE

Made of strong and light aluminium, this 42L top box can store one full face
helmet and much more. It comes equipped in standard with a backrest for the
pillion. Fitted with the one-key Honda system, this top box can be operated
using the same key as your Africa Twin 1100. Thanks to the base included, it
can be installed directly on the rear carrier of the Africa Twin Adventure Sports.
• Maximum load weight: 6 kgs
• Weight: 6 kgs
• Dimensions (L x W x H in mm): 403 x 403 x 323
This kit includes:
• 42-L Aluminium Top Box (08L73-MKS-E00)
• Top Box Base (08L80-MKS-E00)
Rear carrier sold separately

Made of strong and light aluminium, this set includes 2 panniers presenting a capacity
of 33 L on the right side and 37 L on the left. Fitted with a one-key Honda system, the
panniers can be operated using the same key as your motorcycle. The stay included is
made of stainless steel finished with electrolytic polishing, to prevent corrosion and
ease cleaning operations. The Right and the Left Pannier have the same specifications
but different shapes.
• Maximum load weight: 10 kgs
• Weight: 5.6 kgs • Dimensions (L x W x H in mm): 555 x 390 x 265
This kit includes:
• Right Pannier (08L75-MKS-E00)
• Left Pannier (08L76-MKS-E00)
• Panniers Stay (08L77-MKS-E00)
Rear carrier sold separately

08L82-MKS-E00

Inner Bag specifically designed to fit the Aluminium Top Box.
As it is waterproof and equipped with straps, it can be also
attached directly onto the motorcycle. Finally, a shoulder
strap makes it easy to carry.
08L84-MKS-E00

Set of 2 inner bags specifically designed to fit the right and
the left aluminium panniers. Same specifications as the top
box inner bags.

58-LITER PLASTIC TOP BOX
WITH BACK REST AND BASE
08ESY-MKS-LGPL

With a large capacity of 58L this plastic top box can store two full face
helmets and much more. Its highly durable shell is designed for Adventure
touring. Fitted with a one-key Honda system, it can be operated using the
same key as your Africa Twin 1100. Thanks to the patented design of its
lid knob, it is also possible to access and secure your equipment without
using the key.
487 €

REAR CARRIER & PANNIERS BRACKET
08L88-MKS-E00ZA

Rear Carrier made from light aluminium with grips for the pillion or to ease
the handling of the bike.
The Brackets allow to fit the plastic panniers directly on the bike (no
stay needed).
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617 €

This Top Box comes with a specific backrest and it can be installed directly
onto the rear carrier thanks to the base included.
• Maximum load weight: 6 kgs
• Weight: 7.2 kgs
• Dimensions (L x W x H in mm): 440 x 590 x 370
This kit includes:
• 58-L Plastic Top Box (08L70-MKS-E00)
• Back Rest (08L79-MKS-E00)
• Top Box Base (08L78-MKS-E00)
Rear carrier sold separately

LUGGAGE

1001 €

138 €

PLASTIC PANNIERS SET
08L71-MKS-E00

Specifically designed for the new Africa Twin, this set of panniers boast an impressive capacity of
30 liters on the right side, and 40 liters on the left. Designed to offer a flat surface between them
and the rear seat, they can ideally welcome the load of wide equipment on top. And yet, while the
load is in place, it will still be possible to open and close the panniers. One full face helmet can be
stored on the left pannier, and when the bike is on side stand, the base of the pannier will prevent it
to fall out. Based on a robust two-layer shell, these panniers benefit from the protection of their lid
perimeter frames, that can be replaced, if need be. Fitted with a one-key Honda system, they can
be operated using the same key as your Africa Twin 1100 and they are perfectly secure thanks to a
double catch LID lock.
• Weight: Right= 6.2kg, Left = 6.9kg
• Maximum load weight: 6 kg on both sides
• Dimensions (L x W x H in mm): Right = 505 x 295 x 415, Left = 505 x 330 x 415

538 €

EASY 35L TOP BOX PACK
08ESY-MKK-TBCOM18

This top box has a capacity of 35L, so it can accommodate an
off-road type helmet. The kit includes:
• a backrest to improve the pillion comfort
• the One-key system allows to operate the top box by using with
the bike’s ignition key
• the base to mount the top box on the rear carrier

71 €

INNER BAG FOR 58-LITER PLASTIC
TOP BOX

INNER BAG FOR PLASTIC PANNIER

08L81-MKS-E00

Specifically designed to fit the right or the left plastic pannier.
Same specifications as the top box inner bag.

Inner Bag specifically designed to fit the 58L Plastic Top Box.
As it is waterproof and equipped with straps, it can be also
attached directly onto the motorcycle. Finally, a shoulder
strap makes it easy to carry.

66 €

INNER BAG FOR 35-L TOP
BOX
08L75-MJP-G51

Black nylon bag with embroidered silver Honda
wing logo on the top and red zippers. Expandable from 15 to 25L. Comes with adjustable
shoulder belt and carrying handle.

08L83-MKS-E00

136 €

4.5-LITER TANK BAG
08L85-MKS-E00

Thanks to its transparent pocket, this waterproof Tank Bag is
the perfect solution to store a smartphone and connect it to
the USB port of the motorcycle (depending on smartphones
specifications / connectors not included). A one-touch buckle
and a magnet keep this Tank Bag firmly attached to the bike.
• Capacity: 4,5 Liters
• Maximum load weight: 1.5 kg

97 €

3-LITER TANK BAG
08L89-MKS-E00

This light and compact Tank Bag features a transparent
pocket and it's ideal to store small personal items. Unnoticeable while steering the bike, this Tank Bag is firmly
attached thanks to a one-touch buckle and a magnet. A
rain cover is included.
• Capacity: 3 Liters
• Maximum load weight: 1.5 kg
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CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN

COMFORT

259 €

25 €

FRONT LED FOG LIGHTS KIT

GRIP HEATERS WITH ATTACHMENT

12V SOCKET

08ESY-MKS-FL00

08T72-MKS-E00

08U70-MKS-E00

Set of 2 additional front LED headlights with all necessary components for fitment to
the front side pipe (sold separately). Increase the visibility for the riders and make
them more noticeable for the surrounding traffic.
• Operated directly with the handlebar switch and signaled on the TFT monitor when
activated.
• 2 led lamps of 11W / This kit includes: • Front Led Fog Lights (08V73-MKS-E00)
• Front Led Fog Lights Attachment (08V70-MKS-E00)

Operated by using the handlebar switch, the five levels of temperature of this grip heaters are
displayed on the TFT monitor. They present the same thickness as the standard grips

Installed on the control panel, this 12V Socket is ideal to power or charge
electrical equipment.

137 €

66 €

56 €

HIGH WIND SCREEN

VISORS SET

DEFLECTORS SET

08R76-MKS-E00

08R78-MKS-E00

08R72-MKS-E00

175 mm taller than the standard one, this High Wind Screen improves the rider's
comfort by reducing the air flow around the head and the arms. Fit directly in replacement of the short screen and comes with a specialized meter visor.
Made of heavy-duty polycarbonate with a hard coating surface.

Sharpening the design of the Africa Twin Adventure Sports, the visors improve the rider's
comfort by reducing the pressure of the air flow around the arms and the shoulders.

The deflectors reduce the pressure of the air flow around the waist and the
knees while funnelling the warm air emitted by the radiator.
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COMFORT

168 €

235 €

109 €

LOW SEAT

HIGH SEAT

COMFORT PILLION STEPS SET

08R73-MKS-E00ZA / 08R73-MKS-E00ZC

08R70-MKS-E20ZC / 08R70-MKS-E20ZB

08R71-MJP-G50

The standard seat of the Africa Twin can be adjusted to 2 positions providing
a seat height of 850 or 870mm. The low Seat lowers the seat height by 25mm
(825 or 845mm). / - for Red versions (08R73-MKS-E00ZA) / - for Black versions
(08R73-MKS-E00ZC))

The High Seats increase the seat height by 25mm (875 or 895mm).
- for Red versions (08R70-MKS-E20ZC)
- for Black versions (08R70-MKS-E20ZB)

Deluxe pillion foot pegs made of aluminium and rubber. They
are wider than the standard pegs and increase the comfort.
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ACCESSORIES
CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN

PROTECTION

400 €

259 €

214 €

FRONT SIDE PIPE WITH ATTACHMENT

ENGINE GUARD WITH ATTACHMENT

RADIATOR GRILLS

Providing a strong Adventure look, the Front Side Pipe improve the protection of the
body. Made of stainless steel and finished with electrolytic polishing, it is resistant to
corrosion and easy to clean. Can be used to fit the Front Fog Lights (sold separately).
This set includes:
• Front Side Pipe (08P70-MKS-E00)
• Attachment (08P75-MKS-E00)

The Engine Guard improve the protection of the engine and the lower part of the bike. Made of
stainless steel and finished with electrolytic polishing. This set includes:
• Engine guard (08P71-MKS-E00)
• Attachment (08P75-MKS-E00)

Made of stainless steel and featuring a "CRF" logo, these Radiators Grills
give your Africa the ultimate Adventure touch. Their original mesh pattern
combines ideal cooling capabilities and protection.

08ESY-MKS-L1FR

47 €

SIDE TANK PADS

08R81-MKS-E00

These reinforced side pads are specifically designed to fit the tank shape. They
protect the paint against scratches and give a better control for the rider in a stand-up
position.
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08ESY-MKS-ENG

29 €

KNUCKLE GUARDS EXTENSION
08P72-MKS-E00ZD OR E00ZC

Only available in red or black, these Knuckle Guard Extensions improve the comfort
and the protection of the hands.
• Red (08P72-MKS-E00ZD)
• Black (08P72-MKS-E00ZC)

08F71-MKS-E00

PERFORMANCE & DESIGN

107 €

467 €

762 €

RALLY STEPS SET

DCT PEDAL SHIFT

QUICK SHIFTER

With their aggressive spike shape and a surface 57% larger than the standard ones,
these Rally Steps improve the control during off-road riding.

This kit enables the rider to change gear in the traditional 1 down - 5 up format by using the
left foot. It works alongside the handlebar shift triggers giving the rider the choice of using
either at any point. (For DCT Version only).

Made of stainless steel and featuring By measuring the intensity of the shifting
input, the quick shifter enables the rider to change gears without operating
the clutch lever or shutting the throttle. The system works for upshifting and
downshifting, maximizing the riding experience. (For MT version only).

08R79-MKS-E00

92 €

SMOKE WIND SCREEN
08R70-MKS-E00

Add an extra touch of toughness to the front end of your Africa Twin with this smoke
wind screen (same shape and dimensions as the standard one).

08U70-MKS-E50

08U70-MKK-D01

78 €

WHEEL STRIPES SET
08F70-MKS-E00ZD / 08F70-MKS-E20ZD

These Wheel Stripes improves the design and add some protection to the rims. Each set includes
2 pieces for each wheel. Recommended application: • For Red version: 08F70-MKS-E00ZD
• For Black version: 08F70-MKS-E20ZD
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ACCESSORIES
CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN

SECURITY & MAINTENANCE

206 €

194 €

MAIN STAND

HONDA OPTIMATE TM 296 CHARGER

The Main Stand allows secure parking on a variety of ground surfaces and assists
with maintenance operations.

High efficiency diagnostic charger and tester for Lithium batteries (LiFePO4 / LFP). Perfect to charge and maintain batteries sized
from 2 to 100 Amp-hour. Program controlled by microprocessor. Fully sealed. Cables length: 2m (Input or Output cables). Wall mounts
included.

08M70-MKS-E00
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08M51-LIT-601 (EU) / 08M51-LIT-501 (UK)

ACCESSORIES PACKS
CRF1100L
AFRICA TWIN

OFF-ROAD
RED DCT

OFF-ROAD
BLACK DCT

OFF-ROAD
RED MT

OFF-ROAD
BLACK MT

SUPER PACK
ALU

SUPER PACK
PLASTIC

ELECTRIC

TRAVEL TRAVEL PACK
PACK ALU
PLASTIC

CONTENT

08HME-MKSL1RDCT

08HME-MKSL1BDCT

08HME-MKSL1RMT

08HME-MKSL1BMT

08HME-MKSL1FLALU

08HME-MKSL1FLPL

08HME-MKSEL20

08HME-MKSL1TRALU

08HME-MKSL1TRPL

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Radiator Grills
Side Tank pads
Front Side Pipe with attachment
Engine Guard
with attachment
Rally Steps Set
Quick Shifter
DCT Pedal Shift
Smoke Wind Screen
Wheel Stripes set *R380*
42-Liter Aluminium
Top-Box with base
Rear Carrier
Aluminium Panniers
Set with Stay
Inner Bag for
Aluminium Top Box
Aluminium Panniers Inner
Bags Set

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

58-Liter Plastic Top Box with
back rest and base
Plastic Panniers Set
Inner Bag for 58-Liter Top Box
Inner Bag for Plastic Panniers
4.5-Liter Tank bag
Front LED Fog Lights Kit
Grip Heaters with Attachment
12V Socket
High Wind Screen
Deflectors Set
Visor Set
Knuckle Guards **
Main Stand

PRICES

•

•

•

•

1 481 €

1 481 €

1 746 €

1 746 €

•
•
•
•
•

•

4 115 €

3 741 €

•
•
•

697 €

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

3 185 €

2 814 €

* Pidätämme oikeuden hintojen muutoksiin.
Koska Honda Motor Co tutkii ja kehittää uusia teknisiä ratkaisuja, Honda varaa oikeuden teknisiin muutoksiin ilmoittamatta niistä etukäteen.

* Compatible with dct or mt versions
** Accessories included are matching the main colour of the motorcycle

Mat Ballistic Black Metallic

Grand Prix Red (CRF Red)
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